
May 20, 2013 
Don't Forget The Children 
 
Back in March of this year, Betty Jo Krenz had an email exchange with USAG 
Tim Purdon.  Purdon, in his slightly annoyed tone, attempted to dismiss Betty Jo 
Krenz's concerns, out of hand.  He assures her that all of this has been 
investigated, however, since none of the protocols for investigating these reports 
were followed (and she quoted to him the protocols), it is untrue for him to say 
that any of these concerns in any of the (now) 13 Mandated Reports issued from 
Thomas Sullivan's ACF Office, have been 'investigated'.  
 
Unless, by "Investigated" he's following the Bentley GreyBear methodology of not 
taking a rape report, not collecting evidence when a just turned 13-yr old girl 
reports she has been raped by an almost 40-yr old male.  Then, weeks later, 
asking the rapist if he did it and then taking his word for it that it was consensual. 
Or worse, she 'wanted it, so what could he do?'   
 
Since Timid Purdon directly aligns his 'professionalism' with that of the BIA and 
Bentley GreyBear, we can assume he is every bit as 'professional' as they are.  
 
As you can see, Betty Jo put her strongest points in RED. Purdon ignored the 
RED.  
 
He also shared the email exchange with several other people in the chain of 
failure.  
 
At this point it is good to remember that Purdon has not once consulted with any 
of the people reporting these rapes and abuses regarding the rapes and abuses 
other than in this email wherein he dismisses all concerns as lacking 'evidence'.  
 
Again, we go to the Bentley GreyBear School of Police Work. Fail to report, fail to 
file reports, fail to gather evidence, shrug your shoulders and say: "There is no 
'evidence' ", and walk away.  Jokes on you, victims of rape and abuse. Jokes on 
all of us, Taxpayers who pay BIA incompetents and their USAG accomplices.  
 
By not following protocol, USAG Purdon guarantees there will be no 
investigations into any of these abuses.  
 
Or, as in the case where the DuBois children were slaughtered, Purdon can have 
his crack FBI Agents destroy evidence at the scene. Then of course, when you 
decide to make an arrest, just about anyone except the real killer will do nicely.  
 
That also requires that witness statements be ignored. Also, ignore the obvious: 
The father lied about where his children were.  The house reeked of their 
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decomposing bodies which were in between the mattress & box spring of his 
bed.  Let's all pretend that he just didn't notice, shall we?  
 
Remember early on when the father was arrested and Purdon gave a statement 
"An Arrest has been made in this case"?  Turns out he arrested the daddy, not 
for murder, but for some minor charge of 'Child endangerment'.  Yes, for raping, 
torturing and mutilating his children? Or just for 'allowing' it?  
 
I'm not sure how they find FBI agents so dedicated to covering up, aiding and 
abetting the most heinous of crimes and criminals. I'm not sure why they do that, 
but I know they do it.  Especially when it comes to protecting the Turdclan and 
their family from any investigations.  
 
Since so many of he charges of child rape, sexual abuse contained in those 
Thirteen Mandated Reports, point directly to The chairman and his family, Purdon 
and his 'crack' team of investigators have been busy trying to make it all go away. 
 
He never responded to Betty Jo's second request: The part where she asks him 
who it is that reports to him and whose word he's taking for it that there is no 
substance and no evidence (because none is gathered, intentionally, or 
destroyed).  
 
These kids are not safe. To this day, all we have had from Purdon, the BIA, the 
STATE and County are abrupt resignations, some disguised as 'retirement', and 
a lot of dramatic denials and professional posturing, but not one child has been 
removed from their rapist.  
 
Well, wait. That thirteen-year old girl was removed. She was placed in a juvenile 
detention center far away from her mother. Her mother has been charged with 
child endangerment, but the rapist? Nothing. Nada. *Shrug*.   
 
Those who report get punished, harassed and defamed. Those who do the 
rapes? Nothing.  
 
So, while we are all enjoying the summer storms, the floods, the tornadoes... and 
thinking about how inconvenient all this is to our daily lives... don't forget the 
children and what they are going through. 
 
And don't forget Tim Purdon. He gets to sit in his ivory tower, looking down his 
nose at anyone that reports crimes against children on the rez.  Seriously, I'm 
starting to think this is one of the things he really enjoys about his job. He must. 
He makes no attempt to carry out the law against any of his friends in the 
Turdclan.  
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Nature Abhors a Vacuum 
 
I don't know why he is afraid of them, but he is. They got to him in a hurry.  
 
It can't be that he knows that if they go down, they take down some very 
important people with them. Maybe it is some of those people that Purdon is 
protecting? Hard to say. No investigations, so all we have are guesses.  
 
In the absence of any serious action, and in the presence of a constant 
screaming Chinese Fire Drill from the Federal, State, and County Governments, 
we can only each reach our own conclusions.  
 
These are the people whose salaries, pensions, healthcare and vacations are all 
paid for with our tax dollars. This is costing us millions. We are paying them to 
allow children to be raped. Think about that. Could we perhaps demand our 
money be put to better use?  
 
Such as investigating the corruption in the BIA? The State? The County? The 
rest of the alphabet soup?  
 
Imagine: what if they actually investigated? What would they find? How many 
more victims? How many more predators?  
 
You only know about the predators on the rez. You don't know about the people 
who enjoy the fruits of those vile labors. You don't know which judge, which 
politician, which cops are also involved.   
 
Since all of them are so quiet, I can only assume, hating the vacuum, that many, 
many of them are involved.  If they weren't, they'd be screaming full volume the 
way we are.  But they are not. In fact, they are dismissive.  
 
They don't want us to look. They don't want us to think about it. They don't want 
us to ask questions.  
 
Look. Think. Ask.  
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


